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I, Raffaello D’Andrea, do hereby declare and state that all statements made

herein of my own knowledge are true and correct and all statements made on

information and belief are believed to be true and correct; and further that the

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like

so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under the laws of the

United States of America.

Dated: February1 2015  
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l. I have been retained by counsel for Petitioner as an expert witness in

the above-captioned proceeding and in IPR2014-00730. I previously prepared

declarations that were submitted in support of Petitioner’s IPR petitions in both

proceedings. I recently learned that in my declaration submitted in this proceeding

an incorrect signature page was attached and my CV was missing. I understand

this was the result of errors in the process of assembling the declaration into an

exhibit prior to Petitioner’s counsel’s filing of the IPR petitions.

2. I understand that as a result of the signature page error, Drone

Technologies, Inc. (“Drone”) is challenging whether or not I actually signed my

declaration. I further understand that Drone has taken this position because I

testified in my deposition that I did not have specific recollection of signing the

signature page. When I so testified, however, my intent was that I did not. have

explicit recollection of signing the forms that included my signatures.

3. In my role as head of the Institute for Dynamics Systems and Control

at ETH Zurich, I sign about 50 documents a week. Although I examine every

single document that I sign, I do not have specific recollections of the act of

signing any particular document. I do, however, have a very distinct signature, and

it is easy for me to recognize what I signed, and what is forged.

4. I am the author of both declarations supporting Petitioner’s IPR

petitions referred to in paragraph 1, above. Each declaration accurately reflects my
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testimony, and I understood that each declaration was submitted under oath and

penalty of perjury. I know that I signed my declarations because I have seen the

signature pages and they hear my signature. I also know that I scanned and

emailed my signature pages to Petitioner’s counsel on or about April 30, 2014,

because I have recently seen the email to which I attached the copies of my

signature pages. Attached to this declaration as “Attachment A” is a true and

correct copy of that email and the accompanying signature pages.

5. The signature page that refers to US. Patent No. 7,584,071 was

intended for my corresponding declaration in support of the IPR petition setting

forth the grounds of unpatentability for the ’071 patent (IPR2014-00730).

Similarly, the signature page that refers to US. Patent No. 8,106,748 was intended

for my corresponding declaration in support of the above—captioned IPR petition

setting forth the grounds of unpatentability for the ’748 patent.

6. l was not aware of the fact that the signature page for my declaration

in support of the IPR petition setting forth the grounds of unpatentability for the

’071 patent was mistakenly substituted for the signature page intended for the

declaration submitted in support of the above-captioned petition until Drone’s

counsel asked me about the incorrect signature page during my deposition. In

preparing for my deposition I also learned that my CV, which is clearly referred to

within my declaration as “Appendix B,” was missing from my declaration. These
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errors in the assembly of my exhibit do not change the fact that I signed the

signature pages for both of my declarations and intended for the correct signature

page and for my CV to be included with each declaration.

7. I have reviewed the corrected versions of Exhibit 1010 in IPR2014-

00730 and Exhibit 1011 in IPR2014-00732 and confirm that in their corrected

form they now each include the correct signature page and a copy of my CV, as I

originally intended in April/May 2014.
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